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Demystifying Software-Defined Data and Networking:
Moving Towards the Future

Without a doubt, there’s been a lot of hype about software-defined networking.  However, trying to understand 
what software-defined networking is and quantify its true benefits often remains murky.  What exactly is 
software-defined networking (SDN) or alternatively, software-defined data and networking (SDDN)?  If you find 
yourself wondering exactly what is meant by these terms and exactly how implementing SDDN could help your 
business, you’re not alone.

Understanding SDDN: The Basics

The first thing to clear up is defining what SDDN is.  Most SDDN approaches follow a three-tier approach. 
The virtual or software-defined network itself is broken into three distinct layers: the physical substrate of the 
actual network components and the physical machines connected to it, the abstraction layer of the network 
virtualization software, and then virtual machines that use the software-defined network. (See Figure 1).

The two critical things to understand from this standardized approach to SDDN are that there must always 
be a functioning, physical network in place and some sort of software to do the network abstraction.  
While not strictly a part of SDDN—most models take into account that modern data centers use machine 
virtualization and add a layer to express this.

SDDN solutions handle all physical and logical network addressing needs, instead of that being tackled by 
physical hardware.  The functional equivalent of a “network hypervisor” reproduces the complete set of 
Layer 2 to Layer 7 networking services (e.g., switching, routing, access control, firewalling, quality of service 
(QoS), and load balancing) in software.

A natural question to ask at this point is “Why?”. Why use an SDDN approach at all if it still requires 
a physical network to run on? Just like server virtualization allows a single physical machine to run 
hundreds of virtualized servers—with SDDN, it is possible to run multiple isolated, secure networks on a 

Figure 1:  
Most SDDN approaches are broken into a three-tier approach



single, physical network—eliminating the need to create separate “sandbox” networks for development and 
testing, another for production, and perhaps a third or fourth of highly secure traffic.  All networks become 
programmatically defined with the SDDN, but can run on single physical network.

The second common question about SDN is around physical vs. virtual machines. Can physical machines 
use SDDN—or is the SDDN approach is a “VM-only” type of network communication?  The answer is simple.  
Software-defined networks work for both physical machines as well as all the VMs they host.  They handle Layer 
2 through Layer 7 networking needs for both physical and virtual machines.

Given this basic three-layer approach to SDDN, what are the business and technical benefits you can achieve?  
After all, you’ve been using strictly physical networking for years and it’s worked fined.  Are the benefits of 
adopting an SDDN approach worth the implementation time and potential costs?

The Business Benefits of SDDN

The benefits of adopting an SDDN are manifold.  According to research, the most common ones are cost-
savings over traditional networking approaches and improved network performance.1   (See Figure 2).

Figure 2: Top Benefits Experienced by Companies Implementing Software-Defined Networking1

Additionally, software-defined data and networking (SDDN) solutions like VMware NSX not only reduce the 
complexity seen in today’s physical networks, but also reduce application and network provisioning times 
because network administrators can manage network services from a central management tool.2

Other expected benefits of adopting a SDDN approach include:

• Cost Reduction: SDDN does not require a huge investment. The use of SDDN in a production environment 
can help reduce the costs involved in purchasing expensive hardware.

• Overhead Reduction: Reducing the costs without impacting the productivity of your IT workforce is critical 
in today’s ever-increasing economic environment. Software-defined data and networking solutions can help 
address this issue.

• Physical vs. Virtual Networking Management: Physical environments necessitate collaboration among 
different teams to get a task done. For example, if you require some modification at a physical networking 
device, it would often take a considerable amount of time and teamwork in most organizations before the 
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task can be accomplished. SDDN solutions provide clients with the ability to control virtual and physical 
networking by using a central management tool that allows you to process the necessary changes without 
the need to collaborate with different teams.

• Reduced Downtime: With the virtualization of the physical networking devices, it is easy to perform an 
upgrade for one piece rather than needing to do it for several devices.

• Isolation and Traffic Control: Cloud service providers can benefit from centralizing the networking control 
using a central management tool. SDN management consoles can define all the traffic rules, which helps 
in providing full control over the network traffic—a key stepping stone in moving towards a truly software-
defined data center (SDDC).

• Extensibility: Since SDN/SDDC is software-based, it allows for easy-to-use API references for vendors to 
extend the capabilities of an SDN/SDDC solution by developing applications to control the behavior of 
networking traffic.

• Central Networking Management Tool: Software-defined solutions can deliver all your networking needs in 
one product, enabling you to control every piece of an organization’s network using a central management 
tool.

Apart from the benefits highlighted above, the biggest advantage of adopting SDDN is that it provides a 
company with the ability to model its physical networking environment into software, which, in turn, helps in 
reducing the overall CAPEX and OPEX.2

SDDN:  Perfect for IT

Most IT departments face the same challenge when it comes to their networks.  Basically, they need to deliver 
more speed, agility, and security—for less.  This is where SDDN solutions like VMware NSX delivered through a 
qualified professional services organization like CDI LLC can really help.

• Challenge 1: Advanced Persistent Threats and Security  
With typical network security models, the focus is on perimeter defense.  However, once inside the firewall, 
threats can easily multiply from server to server.  With the average cost of a data center breach incident 
reaching $4 million USD3, one can no longer afford to ignore security inside the perimeter.

• Challenge 2: Hardware Limitations & Lock-Ins  
Being dependent of expensive hardware refreshes to assure network performance or security is a challenge 
for IT departments everywhere.  Oftentimes, networking equipment forces vendor lock-in or limits network 
design and topology.  SDDN can help limit such challenges.

• Challenge 3: Error-Prone Manual Configuration  
Given the complexity of this situation, it’s no surprise that several recent studies point to manual 
configuration errors as the cause for more than 60% of network downtime and/or security breaches.4

• Challenge 4: Application Continuity and Disaster Recovery  
No one likes to contemplate a disaster, but good IT departments consider the recovery of their IT 
environment as well as assuring the continuity of running the business on a daily basis.  However, 
oftentimes the network itself becomes the sticking point in many disaster recovery and applications 
continuity situations.5 

Micro-Segmentation for Security 

Micro-segmentation takes the security zone down to the machine level and removes the “perimeter only” 
approach to security. Micro-segmentation assumes threats can come from anywhere, and be anywhere—so all 
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Figure 3:  Micro-segmentation isolates each machine and VM behind its own firewall.

East-West traffic should be subject to scrutiny and every machine isolated by firewall security policies.  (See 
Figure 3).

SDDN provides firewall controls and security for East-West traffic inside the data center.  A SDDN approach 
minimizes the risk and impact of data breaches and can result in approximately 68% CapEx savings versus 
typical network security approaches.6

IT Optimization & Refresh — Flexible Infrastructure 

Taking an SDDN approach is a catalyst to modern leaf/spine network fabrics, bare metal switches, open 
networking, and other data center optimizations. Because SDDN is software-based, it avoids networking 
equipment vendor lock in by working with all networking equipment.  SDDN adopters often experience 66-88% 
CapEx savings over physical network approaches.6

IT Automating IT— Reduce Manual Errors 

Oftentimes, rolling out new networks or changes to existing network configurations takes days, if not weeks.  
However, network virtualization can greatly accelerate the deployment of new networks as well as automate 
network provisioning of new applications from an average of 23 days down to less than an hour.7 Additionally, 
adopting an SDDN approach accelerates IT service delivery and time-to-market for new applications.  Typical 
savings due to the automation of network management and provisioning range between 56-86% OpEx savings.6

Disaster Recovery/Application Continuity

Enterprises are using network virtualization to augment their existing disaster recovery solutions with great 
success. Many enterprises reduce their recovery time objective (RTO) by upwards of 80% through the use of 
network work virtualization, considerably minimizing downtime and cost to the business.7 SDDN can deliver 
cloud-scale service availability and reduces the risk and impact of unplanned outages. This can result in OpEx 
savings of $690,000 to tens of millions of dollars (USD) per incident.6 

Given the dramatic savings and benefits of SDDN, it’s little wonder you may want to implement SDDN.  The 
key to success with SDDN is a successful design and implementation of the correct network virtualization 
technologies.  Engaging a trusted professional services organization like CDI LLC is critical to realizing the cost-
savings and benefits that SDDN can deliver.
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Figure 4: CDI LLC’s Six Step Approach to SDDN 
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Why turn to CDI LLC for your SDDN needs?

CDI LLC’s ability to deliver consistent and superior services to 
our customers is the result of more than 18 years of experience 
developing and refining a repeatable, dependable methodology 
that we leverage for every project. Our Services Methodology is 
one of the many aspects of our business that differentiates CDI 
from other vendors.

CDI LLC employs a six-step process to your SDDN project to 
ensure your success.  (See Figure 4) From discovering and 
assessing your exact needs through to educating your staff on 
how to work with SDDN, CDI LLC can deliver.
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Key Benefits of Using CDI LLC

CDI LLC provides world-class application and infrastructure services for global clients. We manage your 
applications and hardware so you can focus on running and growing your business. We apply innovative 
technology and industry best practices to continually optimize application and infrastructure availability and 
performance. With CDI LLC, you can expect to:

• Improve the performance, availability, resiliency and visibility of your network and IT services.

• Prepare and more effectively manage the network and IT infrastructure for change.

• Increase your team’s self-sufficiency.

• Reduce operating costs and improve return on your investments.

• Mitigate risks that can compromise the privacy and security of data.

Conclusion

Without a doubt, SDDN is the future of network.  SDDN technology like VMware NSX embeds networking 
and security functionality that is typically handled in hardware directly into the hypervisor. Software-defined 
networking fundamentally transforms the data center’s network operational model like server virtualization did 
10 years ago, and is helping thousands of customers realize the full potential of a software-defined data center.
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